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We present a combined photoluminescence and transmission electron microscopy study of single

GaAs nanowires. Each wire was characterized both in microscopy and spectroscopy, allowing a

direct correlation of the optical and the structural properties. By tuning the growth parameters, the

nanowire crystal structure is optimized from a highly mixed zincblende–wurtzite structure to pure

wurtzite. We find the latter one to be stacking-fault-free over nanowire lengths up to 4.1 lm. We

observe the emission of purely wurtzite nanowires to occur only with polarization directions

perpendicular to the wurtzite ĉ-axis, as expected from the hexagonal unit cell symmetry. The free

exciton recombination energy in the wurtzite structure is 1.518 eV at 5 K with a narrow linewidth

of 4 meV. Most notably, these pure wurtzite nanowires display long carrier recombination lifetimes

of up to 11.2 ns, exceeding reported lifetimes in bulk GaAs and state-of-the-art 2D GaAs/AlGaAs

heterostructures. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4903482]

Catalytically grown nanowires (NWs) have recently

unveiled a unique access to the wurtzite-type (WZ) phase

of GaAs1–5 which is thermodynamically unstable in bulk or

thin film GaAs crystals. This wurtzite phase is stabilized by

the large surface-area-to-volume ratio in nanowires and

opens new perspectives in the physics of GaAs. Indeed, the

reduced symmetry of the hexagonal lattice, compared to the

cubic zincblende (ZB), for example, induces spontaneous

polarization effects,6 but also a different band structure.7–9

The resulting optical characteristics and selection rules

promise interesting properties for optical spin injection and

might also open novel means of band structure engineering

within single GaAs NWs through controlled ZB–WZ super-

lattices.10 It is currently still challenging to reproducibly

grow long NW segments of pure WZ phase4,9,11–16 as well

as to control the switching of WZ to ZB,3,17–19 impeding

the experimental exploration of the characteristic properties

of pure and stacking-fault (SF)-free WZ GaAs and the vali-

dation of theoretical predictions.7–9,12–16,20

In this letter, we investigate single GaAs NWs grown by

molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) in successive micro-

photoluminescence (l-PL) spectroscopy and transmission

electron microscopy (TEM) analyses of each wire. Tuning of

the MBE parameters enables the growth of defect-free pure

WZ NWs up to 4.1 lm in length, allowing us to study the op-

tical properties of the WZ crystal phase of GaAs. Most strik-

ingly, in time-resolved l-PL, the pure WZ structure is

characterized by particularly long carrier lifetimes compared

to pure ZB and polytypic ZB/WZ GaAs NWs,17,22,23 point-

ing towards an inherently reduced oscillator strength of the

ground state optical transition in WZ GaAs NWs.

The GaAs NWs were synthesized by MBE using the

Au-assisted vapor–liquid–solid growth mechanism24,25 on

GaAs(111)B substrates covered with 10 Å Au. After transfer-

ring the substrates into the MBE growth chamber, the native

oxide was initially removed at temperatures above 600 �C,

followed by the actual NW growth at a lower temperature

of 510 �C. The NWs were passivated with a uniform

Al0.3Ga0.7As shell with a thickness of �10 nm in order to

disable the dominant nonradiative recombination at the bare

GaAs surface.23,26 This shell was surrounded by a �5 nm

GaAs cap to protect the Al0.3Ga0.7As layer from oxidation.27

For the correlated optical and structural characterization

of a single wire, the NWs were removed from the substrate

by ultrasonication and dispersed on 5 nm thick amorphous Si

TEM membranes. As the electron beam exposure in the

TEM has been proven to deteriorate the optical properties of

NWs,28 all PL measurements were carried out prior to the

TEM survey. We first performed spatially resolved l-PL

measurements in order to preselect NWs with different crys-

talline purities. The NWs of interest were then individually

further investigated by polarization- and time-resolved l-PL

before fully characterizing their crystal structure with TEM.

The PL measurements were conducted in a confocal configu-

ration at 5 K using both continuous-wave (cw) and pulsed

excitation. Single NWs were excited with the 690 nm emis-

sion line (�1.8 eV) of a semiconductor laser diode operating

in cw or pulsed mode (70 ps pulses at a repetition rate of

1 MHz). A 100� microscope objective with NA¼ 0.8

focused the laser light down to the sample with a spot diame-

ter of around 1 lm. The emitted PL was collected by the

same objective and imaged onto the entrance slit of a grating

spectrometer. Spatially and polarization-resolved l-PL spec-

tra were acquired using a liquid nitrogen cooled charge

coupled device, while time-resolved PL (TRPL) signals were

detected by a Hamamatsu streak camera system. In both set-

ups, piezoelectric x-y-z translation stages enable fine map-

ping of the emitted PL. For the polarization-dependent

measurements, a linear polarizer followed by a half-wave

plate allowed a continuously adjustable polarization of the

exciting laser light from parallel to perpendicular to the NW

axis, while an additional linear polarizer was used for ana-

lyzing the linear PL polarization properties. The structural

characterization was performed in a FEI Tecnai F30 TEM

operated at 300 kV using high resolution TEM (HRTEM)

imaging and electron diffraction.a)Electronic mail: stephan.furthmeier@ur.de

0003-6951/2014/105(22)/222109/4/$30.00 VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC105, 222109-1
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We optimized the crystalline structure of our GaAs

NWs through tuning of MBE growth parameters. In this

study, the Ga deposition rate, calibrated via RHEED-

oscillations, was kept constant at 0.4 Å/s, while the As4-flux

was adjusted. Lowering the As4 beam equivalent pressure

from 3.0� 10�6 Torr to 1.5� 10�6 Torr allowed us to tune

the crystalline structure of the NWs from polytypic WZ/ZB

to SF-free, pure WZ over lengths of several lm. We exem-

plarily discuss three single wires labeled A, B, and C, which

are characteristic for the obtained tunability range. Figure 1

shows representative HRTEM micrographs of the three

wires, each of which was comprehensively analyzed with

HRTEM over the entire length. As revealed by Fig. 1(a),

wire A—highest As4-flux—is composed of a strongly mixed

WZ–ZB structure, characterized by a spatially inhomogene-

ous distribution of multiple SFs. A careful evaluation of the

HRTEM images along the entire wire reveals an overall SF

density of approximately 100 SF/lm. A significantly

improved crystal structure is observed for wires B and C

grown under lower As4-fluxes. Wire B already comprises a

dominant WZ GaAs phase without any ZB inserts, but still

some SFs, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). By analyzing the com-

plete NW in HRTEM, we identified a total of 8 SFs, well

separated from each other with the smallest distance between

two SFs being 3 nm. Wire C—lowest As4-flux—consists of a

pure, defect-free WZ GaAs crystal phase with not even one

SF along its entire length of 4.1 lm, as verified in HRTEM.

The presence of a pure WZ structure is also confirmed by the

corresponding pattern in reciprocal space obtained by fast

Fourier transform and shown in Fig. 1(d).

Before the TEM analysis, we have analyzed each of the

three wires in spatially resolved l-PL, allowing us to connect

the emission spectra of the NWs with their respective crys-

talline structure. Spatially resolved spectra of the wires A

and C, obtained with low power (�5 W/cm2) cw excitation,

are shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen from Fig. 2(a) that the PL

emission of the defect-rich wire A (�100 SF/lm) comprises

typical SF-related PL features characterized by several peaks

with different energies and linewidths, originating from the

different parts of the NW. Indeed, the coupling between

FIG. 1. (a)–(c) Representative high-

resolution TEM micrographs of the

three GaAs NWs A, B, and C presented

in this letter, respectively. The black

arrows in (b) mark two single SFs iden-

tified in wire B. (d) Fast Fourier trans-

form of the HRTEM image in (c) taken

from the SF-free NW C and showing

the typical spot pattern of a pure WZ

structure.

FIG. 2. (a) False-color low temperature (5 K) l-PL spectra as a function of

position along the defect-rich WZ GaAs NW A with the high SF density of

�100 SF/lm. The PL emission extends along its entire length of 6.0 lm. (b)

Typical l-PL spectrum recorded at the position of the dashed line in (a). (c)

Spatially resolved l-PL at 5 K from the SF-free WZ GaAs NW C. The wire

emits along its entire length of 4.1 lm. (d) l-PL spectrum recorded at the

position of the dashed line in (c).

222109-2 Furthmeier et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 105, 222109 (2014)
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adjacent SFs can cause the formation of minibands with addi-

tional electronic states and thus modify the PL emission, as

has already been detected in rotationally twinned InP NWs29

and polytypic ZB/WZ GaAs NWs.12,17–19 Consequently, all

the emission lines in Fig. 2(a) have energies smaller than the

free exciton recombination in ZB GaAs (E¼ 1.515 eV).30 A

l-PL spectrum recorded at the position marked with the

dashed line is depicted in Fig. 2(b). The total PL is rather

broad with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of about

13 meV centered around 1.501 eV. In contrast, the PL emis-

sion from the SF-free wire C is characterized by only a single

emission peak at 1.518 eV, as illustrated in Fig. 2(c). In partic-

ular, this peak is present over the entire length of the wire and

shows no significant shift along the way, neither in energy nor

in spectral linewidth and almost independently of excitation

power. Hence, as no defect-related luminescence is observed,

the spatially resolved l-PL analysis demonstrates that this

pure WZ GaAs NW is of very high crystalline and optical

quality. The spatially resolved l-PL of wire B with 8 SFs

(not shown) looks similar to Fig. 2(c), which suggests that the

existence of a few separated SFs does not strongly affect the

optical properties. A typical PL spectrum of the defect-free

WZ GaAs NW C is presented in Fig. 2(d). The emission is

determined by a single peak centered at 1.518 eV, confirming

some theoretical studies7 and experimental observations in

similar, but not purely WZ NWs.9,13,15,16,20 Notably, the

FWHM of 4 meV observed here is one of the narrowest

reported in single GaAs NWs until now. Since the crystalline

purity is verified with TEM, we attribute this peak to the free

exciton recombination in WZ GaAs with an emission energy

of 1.518 eV, 3 meV larger than in the ZB phase.

The WZ character of wire C is further confirmed by the

polarization characteristics of its PL emission. Indeed, due to

the lower symmetry of the hexagonal WZ unit cell compared

to ZB, only transitions inducing emission polarized perpendic-

ular to the ĉ-axis are expected to be allowed in pure WZ

NWs.21 The linear polarization-dependence of the PL emis-

sion relative to the NW axis for the defect-free wire C is

shown in Fig. 3(a) as a false-color plot. While the emission

energy is constant as depicted in Fig. 2(d), the PL intensity

varies p-periodically as a function of the polarization analyzer

angle. Figure 3(b) displays the extracted azimuthal depend-

ence of the integrated PL intensity for this wire. The polariza-

tion of the excitation laser was always chosen parallel to the

NW growth direction, ensuring that the recorded linearly

polarized PL emission reflects the intrinsic properties of the

investigated WZ excitonic ground state. Strong maxima are

observed for emission polarized perpendicular to the NW axis

which, according to TEM, corresponds to the ĉ-axis of the

WZ unit cell, underlining the high WZ purity of wire C. As

can be noted in Fig. 3(b), the integrated PL intensity does not

completely vanish at zero polarization angle despite the opti-

cal selection rules. We determine a degree of linear polariza-

tion of 71% with a cos2h least-squares fit to the data. This

deviation from 100% is a result of the well-known refractive

index mismatch effect, which favors parallel emission due to

the high dielectric contrast between the NW and its environ-

ment (vacuum).21 It has also been observed in ZB GaAs

NWs, where the intrinsically unpolarized free exciton emis-

sion is found to be highly polarized along the wire axis.31,32

In order to evaluate the impact of the hexagonal WZ

crystal structure on the dynamics of the free exciton recom-

bination, NW C was further characterized by time-resolved

PL. Figure 4(a) displays the time evolution of the l-PL sig-

nal photoexcited by 70 ps pulses at 690 nm with a time-

averaged power of 10 W/cm2. The time decay is extracted

from the streak data collected at the energy of the free exci-

ton emission and shown in Fig. 4(b). We observe neither a

significant blue shift of the PL emission compared to the

emission induced by cw excitation nor an increase of the

FWHM, excluding state filling effects, despite of much

higher peak powers of approximately 140 kW/cm2 under

pulsed operation compared to the previous cw experiments.

FIG. 3. Polarization-resolved l-PL from the defect-free WZ GaAs NW C.

(a) False-color plot of PL emission spectra as a function of the angle to the

NW axis. The polarization of the excitation is always aligned along the NW.

(b) Integrated PL intensity as a function of the angle to the NW axis. The

continuous red line is a cos2h fit to the data obtained with the Jones matrix

formalism. The PL polarization direction is determined from this fit to be at

89.1� to the NW axis with a degree of linear polarization of 71%.

FIG. 4. (a) Time-resolved streak image of the defect-free WZ GaAs NW C

measured at 5 K. (b) Time decay of the PL peak from (a). The transient is fit-

ted with a single exponential (continuous red line) consistent with a pure

excitonic emission. The spectral range considered is �6 meV wide, centered

around the narrow PL peak, and the extracted free exciton recombination

lifetime is 11.2 ns.

222109-3 Furthmeier et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 105, 222109 (2014)
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We can also exclude the formation of an electron–hole

plasma, which would induce a fast decay at the initial stages

of the relaxation process, since the decay observed in

Fig. 4(b) is monoexponential.22,33 This monoexponential

decay thus reflects the pure excitonic emission in the GaAs

WZ structure. The extracted exciton lifetime of 11.2 ns

clearly exceeds the reported values of WZ GaAs NWs,15,16

ZB GaAs NWs,22,23 and high-quality ZB/WZ GaAs NW het-

erostructures.17 The measured decay time is also longer than

intrinsic exciton recombination lifetimes in pure ZB struc-

tures like bulk GaAs and 2D GaAs/AlGaAs wide double het-

erostructures.30 Note that our experiment gives the lower

limit, as the observed PL lifetime can be expected to be

shortened by non-radiative recombination channels at the

GaAs/AlGaAs core–shell interface.23,34 In general, long

excitonic lifetimes in NWs have been attributed to local

charge separation induced by crystal phase mixing.17,35 As

we can exclude this mechanism for the SF-free wire C, the

observed long PL lifetime seems to be directly related to the

WZ crystal phase and thus points towards a lower oscillator

strength of the ground state optical transition in WZ GaAs

NWs compared to ZB GaAs NWs.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated MBE of pure WZ

GaAs in NWs featuring SF-free lengths of up to 4.1 lm. The

purely WZ crystal structure is confirmed by HRTEM imag-

ing and the polarization characteristics of the PL emission.

The free exciton emission energy in the WZ phase of GaAs

is found to be 1.518 eV, 3 meV larger than its ZB counter-

part. Strikingly, with 11.2 ns, the carrier recombination life-

time of the excitonic transition in WZ GaAs NWs exceeds

all values reported so far for (polytypic) ZB/WZ GaAs NWs,

bulk GaAs, or 2D GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures. Our study

indicates that this long exciton lifetime is an inherent prop-

erty of high-quality WZ GaAs NWs.
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